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Thank you, Glen and the Canada-Arizona Business Council, for inviting me to speak with you all today about the latest developments impacting our state’s regional infrastructure. Arizona’s relationship with Canada is just as important as with Mexico when thinking about North American trade and transportation connectivity.Hundreds of Canadian companies have invested in Arizona and across the border in Sonora, Mexico.  These companies rely on the infrastructure that ADOT manages to make sure that their businesses can move their product in an efficient and safe manner across the state and throughout the rest of the country.I’m going to address a couple of items today.  The Arizona-Mexico Corridor Study, the land ports of entry at the Arizona border, and the President’s proposed infrastructure package.Please feel to stop me at any time should you have any questions on any one of these topics.



Arizona-Mexico Corridor Study 
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ADOT partnered with the Mexican Ministry of Communications and Transport and the Sonoran Department of Infrastructure and Urban Development to conduct one-of-a-kind study that looked at transportation infrastructure along the entire corridor from Mexico City to Arizona.The study includes an economic analysis of areas of opportunity for cluster development, new investments, and job creation.Because of the emphasis on the economic aspect, we identified the key commodities that use the corridor,  primary production clusters, and looked at various scenarios for freight flows.Key supply chains are in fresh produce, mining, automotive, aerospace, and electronics manufacturing. Sinaloa and Sonora are principal markets for the corridor.Study also confirmed the competitiveness of the corridor when compared to other corridors that lead to the Texas border. The study dispels the myth that a great portion of products coming out of Pacific Coast of Mexico were now crossing at the Texas border.Transportations costs are lower when shippers chose to cross through Arizona.As an example: For products originating in Culiacan destined for US consumers, it is 9 hours shorter and up to $930 cheaper for trailers traveling to Nogales than to Reynosa/Pharr on the Texas border.



Corridor Study Recommendations 

• Implement new technologies and processes for truck 
inspections at the border. 

• Coordination and dialogue with industry on both sides of the 
border. 

• Expand the use of voluntary trusted-traveler and trusted-
shipper programs. 

• Investments in land port of entry and regional infrastructure.  
Implementation of recommendations is underway and 
demonstrating tremendous results  
• Border Liaison Unit 
• Modernization of State Route 189 
• Touchless Border Initiative 
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The study also put forward some recommendations for how to improve the competitiveness of our corridor.  Several of which ADOT has already been in the process of implementing, such as Border Liaison Unit, which has built relationships with the Mexican trucking industry to improve safety and reduce of out-of-service orders.A $134 million investment to modernize State Route 189 in Nogales, the final connector road from Federal Highway 15 in Mexico to the US interstate system.The Touchless Border Initiative which reduces the time it takes for drivers to purchase permits at ADOT’s truck inspection facilities at the border and transition the permitting process to an online system for trucking companies to use.Mexican government also invested $1.8 billion in modernizing its portion of the corridor resulting in time savings, enhanced road safety, and opening opportunities for investments along the corridor.As a result of several of these initiatives, wait times for commercial trucks crossing at the Arizona border are measured in minutes versus hours at other locations along the Southwest border.  Companies are looking to cross their product through Arizona over California, New Mexico, or Texas.  Results which are reflected in the border crossing data.Total northbound truck crossings in Arizona grew 2%.  That is in despite of the disruptions to the North American supply chain early last year because of COVID-19 pandemic.The marketing and improvement to our corridor is in conjunction with the state’s strategic outreach and establishing of new trade offices in Chihuahua and Guanajuato.  Attracting investment on both sides of the border and promoting job creation.



Modernization of San Luis I/San Luis Rio Colorado I 

 
An Additional $90 million for full buildout of the project 

$152.4 million already allocated by Congress in FY2020. 
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ADOT engages with stakeholders in Arizona’s border communities to identify regional transportation needs that facilitate the flow of goods and people through the ports of entry and local communities.  Increasing the competitiveness of doing business in the Arizona-Mexico Corridor.The 3 priority projects for the state are the modernization of San Luis I, the Douglas Two-Port Solution, and the modernization of DeConcini in Nogales – which I will provide a high-level overview of.The San Luis 1 port of entry is outdated, overburdened, and heavily congested.San Luis 1 is the main pedestrian crossing for seasonal agricultural workers in Yuma County.The modernization project entails tearing down the existing facilities to build an expanded, state-of-the-art campus for US Customs and Border Protection.These improvements would deliver substantial gains to the safety of cross-border travelers and CBP personnel. The San Luis 1 POE is the highest priority project for CBP due to the inefficient work environment for their officers.Even though San Luis 1 is a non-commercial port, the wait times from pedestrian crossing is unprecedented, negatively impacting sales tax revenues for the City of San Luis.Congress allocated $152.4 million in the Fiscal Year 2020 spending package for the project, but an additional $90 million is needed to cover the full cost. Northbound Border Crossings (2020)*41,153 trucks (11.6% growth)2,234,946 cars1,821,114 pedestrians5,284,567 total people (-30.5% drop from the previous year because of the cross-border travel restriction)



Douglas Two-Port Solution 

$325 million to build a new, state-of-the-art commercial port of entry, and 
modernize the existing facilities at the Raul H. Castro port of Entry  
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The existing port of entry in Douglas, which processes commercial and non-commercial traffic, is outdated, heavily congested, and presents public safety risks. The Two-Port Solution would entail the construction of a new, state-of-the-art port of entry dedicated to commercial traffic and the renovation of the existing facilities at the Raul H. Castro port of entry which would be limited to pedestrians and private vehicles. The Two-Port Solution would deliver safety improvements to travelers, CBP personnel, and the surrounding community by Diverting commercial vehicles, sometimes carrying hazardous materials, from traveling through population centers in Douglas and Agua Prieta. Prevent the intermingling of commercial trucks with cars and pedestrians during peak crossing periods. Minimize disruptions to cross-border traffic caused by oversize/overweight trucks. The estimated cost of the new commercial port of entry is $175 million and $150 million for the modernization of Raul H. Castro.  A total of $325 million over the next 2-5 years for the Douglas region.Northbound Border Crossings (2020)*25,922 trucks (2.5% drop)1,007,185 cars549,165 pedestrians2,067,040 total people (-43.1% drop from the previous year because of the cross-border travel restriction)



Modernization of Nogales DeConcini 

Asking for GSA / CBP to conduct a feasibility study to kick-off 
the modernization process. 
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The DeConcini port of entry in downtown Nogales presents an array of safety and security risks for both CBP personnel and travelers not seen at other ports. Primary lanes are within feet of the international boundary, restricting the ability for CBP to employ new technologies. The International Outfall Interceptor (a cross-border sewer pipeline) and stormwater tunnels run directly underneath the port. The port is often flooded during the summer monsoon season. In recent years, drug tunnels have been found underneath which pose a risk to the structural integrity of the port facilities. The DeConcini port of entry no longer offers a safe working environment for the officers that staff the facilities or the traveling public. According to both GSA and CBP, the port is in desperate need of repairs and it has exceeded its useful life. The last major renovation to the port was in the 1990s. Local and regional stakeholders are urgently requesting that the General Services Administration and US Customs and Border Protection conduct a feasibility study. The feasibility study is the necessary first step to kick-off the modernization project. The study would identify long-term solutions, offer a conceptual design, and provide a cost estimate for the project. The results of the feasibility can then be used by stakeholders to ask Congress to allocate federal funding to carry out the project. Northbound Border Crossings (2020)*352,037 trucks (0.8% growth)2,057,505 cars1,419,544 pedestrians5,060,302 total people (-51.3% drop from the previous year because of the cross-border travel restriction)



State Route 189 

• Widens approximately three miles of 
SR 189 near the Mariposa Port of Entry 

 

• Constructs new roundabout at SR 189 
and Target Range Road 

 

• Constructs new flyover ramps 
connecting SR 189 to Interstate 19 

 

• Improves drainage, traffic signals 
 

• Anticipated completion in October 
2021 
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Current Progress:The project just reached the halfway point. In the new year the contract will complete the individual fly-over ramps (Ramp EN and SW) and the combination bridge (the bridge which carries traffic over Frank Reed Road).  The roundabout construction and roadway widening work should be complete by summer.  Project Completion Update:Overall the project is currently scheduled for completion in early October 2021.  



 
International Innovations 

& 
Cross-Border Initiatives 

 



  
Problem Recognition 

 
 

 
                 Recognizing the need for solutions 
• Excessive border wait times 
• Inconsistent inspection criteria 
• Excessive out-of-service (OOS) 
• Lack of trust within Mexican trucking industry 
                               Border Liaison Unit   
Enforcement and Compliance Arizona Department of Transportation 

 

 



• Outreach Projects 
o Program Introduction 
o Cross-Border Presentation 
o International Border Inspection Qualification (IBIQ) 

Training 
o IBIQ Requalification 
o Traffic Incident Management Systems Training 
o 14 workshop topics 

 

•   
Outreach 
Empowering Cross-Border Stakeholders 

 
Participants 

3,019 
(since program inception) 



Outreach during pandemic 

★ 43 virtual workshops completed since April 2020 
○ 912 participants 

★ Petitions to return to Mexico for in-person training 
○ International Border Inspection Qualification (IBIQ) TBD 

 



 
Cultivating Innovation and 
Continuous Improvement 
 • Cashless/Touchless permitting system 

○ Over 180,014 trucks processed without  
cash transactions 
■ Entering with permit purchased online  

15 - 30 SECONDS 
■ Purchasing a permit at port of entry  

15 - 30 MINUTES 
• Virtual workshops added on all topics 

 



Communication 
Enhancing Cross-Border Confidence 
• 1576 WhatsApp inquiries  

○ Increased 87% during Covid-19 pandemic 
• 80% reduction in OOS rates (IBIQ) 
• Top 5 inquiry origins 

○ Baja California, MX 
○ Sonora, MX 
○ California, US 
○ Arizona, US 
○ Baja California Sur, MX 

 



Northbound Traffic 
Return on Investment (ROI) 

• Currently 14% increase over last year 
• May 2021 record month 

o 42% over May 2020 
• BLU = Cross-border confidence 

 



THANK YOU! 

Mark Sanders 
Director, Office of International Affairs 
Arizona Department of Transportation 
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